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 HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 
 

          District: Dhubri 
 

                  IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO-1, DHUBRI 
 

 

Present: Nur Jamal Hoque, AJS 

             Munsiff No-1 

             Dhubri 

 

 Friday, 21st day of February, 2014 

                                            T.S NO-86/2004 

                    Sunil Ghosh  V/S  Ratan Dutta and others 

This suit coming on for argument on-1/2/14 in presence of:- 

 

    Mr. K. M Hussain                                             LD     Advocate for the plaintiff  

    Mr.  B. K Das                                                   LD     Advocate for defendant  

   

 

 And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 

judgment:- 

         JUDGMENT AND ORDER 

 

                             “This is a suit for declaration of title and eviction” 

1.Plaintiffs case in a nutshell is that land and house standing thereon covered by dag no-
994/263, new dag no-994/1426, 1448 old patta no-54, new patta no-964, khatian no-134, as 
described in the schedule of plaint  is the subject matter of suit and hereinafter called as suit 
land. That plaintiff become owner and possessor of suit land and house through purchase 
vide registered deed no-2444 dated-6/6/86 and after such purchase name of plaintiff also 
recorded over suit land. That one Biswajit Saha filed T.S No-3/91 against the plaintiff in 
respect of suit land, but said suit was dismissed. That one Dhirendra Nath Dutta created 
trouble upon the plaintiff possessor over suit land and against which plaintiff filed 
proceeding under section-144 of Cr.P.C and obtained an order against said Dhirendra Nath 
Dutta. Thereafter said Dhrendra Nath Dutta preferred revision against such order, which 
was rejected. That said Dhirendra Nath filed T.S No-47/95 against plaintiff and said suit was 
withdrawn by Dhirendra Nath Dutta subsequently. That defendants having no right, title, 
interest over suit land forcefully and illegally occupied the suit land and houses standing 
thereon  on-30/9/03 and the defendant no-1 run his Pan Shop in a room of suit house on 
southern part, the defendants no-2,3,4 run business of Bus Counter  and P.C.O in a room of 
suit house and defendant no-5 open a stationary shop in a room of suit house. Hence this 
suit filed by plaintiff praying declaration of right,title, interest and recovery of possession 
over suit land along with other reliefs.  
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2. That on receiving summons the defendants no-1 to 5 appeared and contested the 

suit by filling written statement both in law and facts. That after conclusion of evidences 
of both sides, defendant no-6 filed a petition to implead her as defendant and my 
predecessor vide order dated -29/4/11 in Misc Case No-19/11 arising out of T.S No-
86/04 was pleased to add the defendant no-6 as party. The defendants contended in 
their written statement that suit is not maintainable in law, suit has no cause of action, 
suit is bad for non-joinder and mis joinder of necessary party. It is stated that plaintiff is 
not the owner of suit land and Rabi Ghosh, the vendor of plaintiff had got no  salable 
right of suit property to plaintiff as the suit property fell in the share of Bishu Ghosh and 
after death of Bishu Ghosh his wife, the defendant no-6 has been possessing the suit 
property through her tenants. The defendants in their written statement denied  the fact 
of plaintiff case and claim the suit property belong to Mukti Ghosh who inherited from 
her deceased husband Bishu Ghosh. That defendants no-1 to 5 are tenants of Mukti 
Ghosh. Hence upon the above defendants prayed dismissal of suit with cost. 

3.  Upon the above pleadings my predecessor in office framed following issues:- 
 

             ISSUES                             

1. Is there is any cause of action for the suit? 
2. Whether suit is maintainable in law and facts? 

3. Whether the plaintiff has any right, title and interest over 

suit land and house standing thereon? 

4. Whether the defendants are liable to be evicted from the suit 

land? 

5. To what reliefs the plaintiff is entitled? 
    ADDITIONAL  ISSUE 

6. Is the suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary party? 
4. In this case plaintiff side adduces both oral and documentary evidences before the 

court. In the other hand defendants side also adduces both oral and documentary 
evidences before this court.   

5. I have heard the arguments put forwarded by plaintiff and defendant side. I have also 
perused the pleadings of both sides along with the entire evidences on records and 
written argument submitted by both sides.    

 
                 DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 
 

6.6.6.6. ISSUE NO-1 CAUSE OF ACTION 
In the law, a cause of action is a set of facts sufficient to justify a right to sue to obtain 
money, property, or the enforcement of a right against another party. In other words 
cause of action can be defined as bundle of facts affirmed by one party and denied by 
the other. A cause of action in a civil suit, renders several sets of facts asserted by 
some body against other, which gave right to sue and when the parties in a civil suit 
successfully proves such facts in their favor that helps the parties to get judicial reliefs 
through competent court of jurisdiction. 
Plaintiff filed this suit claiming eviction of defendant from the suit land contending that 
on-30/9/03 the defendants illegally and forcefully took possession of suit land and 
houses standing thereon.   On contra defendants contested this suit by filling written 
statement both in law and facts. The defendants in their written statement denied the title of 
plaintiff over suit land and claimed title of Bishu Ghosh over suit land and further contended 
that suit  
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land inherited by added defendant no-6 Mukti Ghosh from Bishu Ghosh and defendants no-
1 to 5 are the tenants of Mukti Ghosh by paying rents. The defendants in their written 
statement further raised some question of law and facts, which requires adjudication in this 
suit.  
All the above pleadings of both sides reveals a bona-fide dispute between the parties 
and that dispute requires adjudication in this suit. The assertion of certain facts by 
plaintiff side and denial of such facts by defendants side make it ample clear that 
plaintiff has cause of action to instituted the suit as such this issue is answered in 
affirmative and in favor of plaintiff.  
 

7.7.7.7. ISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NO----2222::::----             MAINTAINABILITY OF SUIT 
The defendant in the instant suit alleged that the suit is not maintainable in its present 
form. Defendant in the instant suit failed to mention specifically as why and how the suit 
is not maintainable. Whereas Order –8, Rule- 2 of C.P.C says that defendant must raise 
all the pleadings specifically regarding the non maintainability of the suit. I also do not 
find anything in the suit which renders the suit is not maintainable. Hence the suit is 
maintainable. This issue is answered in affirmative and in favor of the plaintiff. 
 
8. ISSUE NO-3:- RIGHT, TITLE, INTEREST OF PLAINTIFF OVER SUIT LAND 
This issue relates to crux of this suit and decision of this issue will decide the fate of 
other issues. In this case plaintiff claimed that he is the lawful owner of suit land 
contending that he purchased suit land through registered deed no-2444/86 and took 
possession of suit land and house standing therein and thereafter he got mutated his 
name over suit land and also recorded his name under Gauripur Town Committee and 
got holding no-424 of Ward No-2. The plaintiff further pleaded that  one Biswajit Saha 
filed T.S No-3/91 against the plaintiff in respect of suit land, but said suit was dismissed. 
That one Dhirendra Nath Dutta created trouble upon the plaintiff possessor over suit land 
and against which plaintiff filed proceeding under section-144 of Cr.P.C and obtained an 
order against said Dhirendra Nath Dutta. Thereafter said Dhrendra Nath Dutta preferred 
revision against such order, which was rejected and said Dhirendra Nath filed T.S No-47/95 
against plaintiff and said suit was withdrawn by Dhirendra Nath Dutta subsequently. The 
plaintiff further pleaded that  defendants having no right, title, interest over suit land 
forcefully and illegally occupied the suit land and houses standing thereon  on-30/9/03 and 
the defendant no-1 run his Pan Shop in a room of suit house on southern part, the 
defendants no-2,3,4 run business of Bus Counter  and P.C.O in a room of suit house and 
defendant no-5 open a stationary shop in a room of suit house.  
In the other hand defendants pleaded that plaintiff is not the owner of suit land and Robi 
Ghosh, the vendor of plaintiff had got no salable right of the suit land to plaintiff as suit 
property fell in the share of Bishu Ghosh and after death of Bishu Ghosh his wife, the 
defendant no-6 has been possessing the suit land through her tenants i.e defendants no-1 
to 5. So, defendants prime contentions are that suit land never possessed by the plaintiff 
and plaintiff has got no right, title, interest over the suit land.  
In this case plaintiff  to prove all the above contentions examined as many as four numbers 
of witnesses and exhibited ten numbers of documents and on the other hand defendant also 
examined as many as four witnesses and exhibited certain documentary evidences before 
this court. I have carefully gone through the oral and documentary evidences adduces both 
sides and it is found that PW-1 submitted his examination in chief supporting the fact that he 
become  owner and possessor of suit land and house through purchase vide registered 
deed no-2444 dated-6/6/86 and after such purchase name of plaintiff also recorded over  
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suit land and he obtained holding certificate of suit land. Ext-1 is the said sale deed and Ext-
2 is the certified copy of Jamabandi and Ext-3 is the said mutation certificate. PW-1 further 
supported the fact that he paid rent of suit land and his name also recorded in the 
municipality and he got holding no-424 and he enjoyed possessed by paying tax to Gauripur 
Town Committee. Ext-4 is the rent receipt, Ext-5 rent receipts. Plaintiff being PW-1 further 
submitted that  one Biswajit Saha filed T.S No-3/91 against the plaintiff in respect of suit 
land, but said suit was dismissed and Ext-7&8 are the documents of dismissal of said suit.  
PW-1 also supported the fact that Dhirendra Nath Dutta created trouble upon the plaintiff 
possessor over suit land and against which plaintiff filed proceeding under section-144 of 
Cr.P.C and obtained an order against said Dhirendra Nath Dutta and thereafter said 
Dhrendra Nath Dutta preferred revision against such order, which was rejected and 
subsequently  Dhirendra Nath filed T.S No-47/95 against plaintiff and said suit was 
withdrawn by Dhirendra Nath Dutta. Ext-9 is the order passed in Misc Case No-83/95 and 
Ext-10 is the order passed in T.S No-47/95.  PW-1 further deposes that  defendants having 
no right, title, interest over suit land forcefully and illegally occupied the suit land and houses 
standing thereon  on-30/9/03 and the defendant no-1 run his Pan Shop in a room of suit 
house on southern part, the defendants no-2,3,4 run business of Bus Counter  and P.C.O in 
a room of suit house and defendant no-5 open a stationary shop in a room of suit house. 
The other witnesses i.e PW-3 and PW-4 in this case supported the above facts through the 
testimonies and from their cross-examination nothing has arose contradictory before this 
court.  
In this case defendants side examined as many as four numbers of witnesses out of which 
DW-1 in his examination in chief deposes that Bishu Ghosh inducted him as tenant of suit 
land and house and after death of Bishu Ghosh Mukti Ghosh inducted him as tenant and 
accordingly he possessed suit room by paying rents. But DW-1 in his cross-examination 
testifies that Bishu and Robi Ghosh are own brothers and he can not say how much land 
they got  as share. He stated the suit land and house is under municipal holding no-424 and 
he was not a attesting witness of Ext-N and O. DW-1 in his cross-examination admitted that 
Rabi Ghosh sold out suit land to plaintiff by executing Registered Sale Deed . DW-2 Ratan 
Dutta in his examination in chief stated that Mukti Ghosh inducted him as tenant in respect 
of suit land and he occupying the same on payment of rent but in his cross-examination he 
deposes that he can not say what is written in his affidavit and he does not know about 
partition of land between Rabi Ghosh and Bishu Ghosh. In this case one Mukti Ghosh was 
added as added defendant after conclusion of evidences of both side. Said Mukti Ghosh 
examined herself as DW-4 in this suit and who deposed in her examination in chief stating 
that  there is a plot of land 1B-12L at Gauripur which belongs to Kadmini Ghosh, Haridas 
Ghosh and Sarbeswar Ghosh. She further deposes that Bishu Ghosh and Robi Ghosh are 
sons of Sarbeswar Ghosh and Robi Ghosh and other legal heirs partitioned the property 
and suit land fall in the share of Bishu Ghosh and after his death DW-4 inducted the 
tenants. In her cross-examination she deposes that she does not know how much land 
belonged to Kadmini Ghosh and does not know about partition of land of Sarbeswar Ghosh 
. DW-4 admitted that suit land sold by Robi Ghosh to plaintiff and recorded the land in his 
name.  
After careful appreciation of evidences of both sides it has clearly appears before the court 
that Ext-A proves the fact that names Kadmini Ghosh, Sarbeswar Ghosh, Jogeswar  Ghosh 
recorded over suit dag and khatian and admittedly it appears from the Ext-1 sale deed that 
suit land measuring an area of 10L is part of land covered by dag no-263 of Khatian no-134.  
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It is also evident that said Kadmini Ghosh died leaving her two sons namely Sarbeswar 
Ghosh and Jogeswar Ghosh and both of them equally shared the land of Ext-A. It also 
evident said Sarbeswar Ghosh died leaving behind Bishu Ghosh, Robi Ghosh, Mayarani 
Ghosh, Mira Ghosh, Babi Ghosh and Sankari Ghosh and suit land inherited by Robi Ghosh 
from his father Sarbeswar Ghosh and he sold out suit land to plaintiff by executing Ext-1 
Sale deed. Undoubtedly as per Hindu Law of Succession all the legal heirs of Late 
Sarbeswar Ghosh are entitled to get equal 1/6th share from land of Ext-A documents. But 
whether plaintiff not inherited the suit land from his father, that fact is not proved from the 
oral and documentary evidences of defendant side. The defendants side in this suit tried to 
show the fact that plaintiffs vendor named Robi Ghosh sold out more than his share prior to 
execution of Ext-1 sale deed in favor of plaintiff by exhibiting Ext-N&O. I have carefully gone 
through the both the Ext-N&O documents and it is found that both the documents submitted 
before the court in the form certified copies and both such documents not proved by the 
plaintiff by calling any witness or by calling official witnesses before the court. The 
defendant side even failed to prove both the Ext-N&O as per section-65 of Indian Evidence 
Act. Considering  that aspect this court is not in a position to draw any positive in inference 
from Ext-N&O and as both such documents are not admissible in evidence. In this case 
defendants side failed to prove the fact that sale deed no-2444 dated-6/6/86 not confer any 
right, title, interest to the plaintiff and even the defendants side not turn up before this court 
for cancellation of Ext-1. The defendants side even failed to submit any counter claim in this 
suit praying cancellation of said sale deed.  
 
More also the defendant side in this suit failed to examine any witness before the court, who 
could prove the fact that suit land fall in the share of Bishu Ghosh. The defendant side in 
this suit through Exhibiting certain tenancy agreement tried to show the fact that Mukti 
Ghosh inducted the tenants in the suit land as tenants since from 1988. Undoubtedly the 
plaintiff in this suit failed to prove his possession over suit land prior to filling of this suit. The 
plaintiff side even failed to prove the fact that he was delivered with the possession over the 
suit land. On the other hand defendants side prove the fact before this court that defendants 
are tenant over the suit land prior to filling of this suit. But the defendants side failed to prove 
the fact that suit land fall in the share of Bishu Ghosh and after his death added defendant 
no-4 Mukti Ghosh possessed the suit land. After scrutiny of evidences of defendants side it 
has clearly appears before this court that Mukti Ghosh left the house of her husband during 
the life time of Bishu Ghosh and started living separately at ward no-1, Gauripur and DW-4 
in her cross-examination also admitted such fact before the court that she living separately 
at Ward No-1. It is admitted position that suit land situated at ward no-2 of Gauripur Town 
Committee.  
In this case it categorically proved before this court that plaintiff had purchased suit land in 
the year 1986, through Ext-1 from Robi Ghosh and Bishu Ghosh was alive at the time of 
execution of said sale deed in the year 1986, who did not raise any objection. It also proved 
before this court that after such purchase plaintiff obtained municipal holding no-424. 
Though in this suit plaintiff failed to prove his possessor prior to filling of this suit over suit 
land, but the documents adduces by plaintiff in this suit clearly proves plaintiff's right, title, 
interest over suit land and defendants side failed to prove better title of Mukti Ghosh over 
suit land. The sale deed of plaintiff vide Ext-1 stand as it since long and no legal heirs of late 
Sarbeswar challenged said deed in any forum up till now. It also proved before this court 
plaintiff's name has been duly recorded over suit land in settlement records and his name  
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also stand in the Municipal holding of suit land and sale deed, mutation entries in the name 
of plaintiff, holding certificate and municipal holding stand in the name of plaintiff can not be 
thrown away since all such documentary evidences of plaintiff side remains unchallenged 
and as it stand and all such documentary evidences i.e Ext-1,2,3,45&6 confers valid right, 
title, interest of plaintiff over suit land. To sum up the oral and documentary evidences of 
plaintiff side balance of probability found in favor of plaintiff.  
 
Therefore in the light of all the above discussion I  am of considered opinion that plaintiff 
prove his right, title and interest over suit land. Hence this issue is answered in affirmative 
and in favor of plaintiff.  
 
9. ADDITIONAL ISSUE NO-6:- NON-JOINDER OF NECESSARY PARTIES:- 
The defendants in their written statement pleaded that suit is bad for non-joinder of 
necessary parties due to not joinder of Bishu Ghosh as party to the suit. In the light of 
discussion and decision made in issue no-3 it has clearly appears before this court that 
all the necessary parties were made as party to this suit and sister of Rabi Ghosh are 
not necessary parties to this suit, as the plaintiff got no cause of action against them. It 
evident from the entire case records that suit land was purchased by plaintiff from Robi 
Ghosh in the year 1986 and since then Ext-1 sale deed not challenged by any of sisters 
of Robi Ghosh in any forum  and even Bishu Ghosh not raised any objection against 
such deed. That indicates that nature and subject matter of this suit not warrants the 
presence of other legal heirs of late Sarbeswar Ghosh in this suit. More also as per 
averments of plaint it is clear that plaintiff has got cause of action against the 
defendants present who denied the right, title, interest of plaintiff over suit land and 
those parties already made as parties to this suit.  
Therefore in the light of all the above discussion it can be safely decide here that suit is 
not bad for non-joinder of necessary party. Hence this issue is answered in affirmative 
and in favor of plaintiff.  
 

10.  ISSUE NO-4&5:- RELIEFS 
Both the issues above are co-relates and same in nature, that is why both issues above 
are taken together for discussion and decision. In the light of all discussion and decision 
made all the foregoing issues plaintiff is entitled to get all the reliefs as prayed for. 
Hence both issues above are answered in affirmative and in favor of plaintiff.  
 
              ORDER 

11. In the result plaintiff suit is decreed on contest with cost by declaring right, title, interest 
over suit land. A decree of khas possession by evicting the defendant from the suit land is 
passed. The defendants are directed to deliver vacant possession of suit land to plaintiff 
within 3 month from the date of passing this judgment.  
12.  Prepare a decree accordingly.  
13.  Judgment is pronounced and delivered in open court under the hand seal of this court 
on  21st day of February,  2013. 

 

 

 

   MUNSIFF NO-1 

                  Dhubri  
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                                                              APPENDIX 

 

 

1. PLAINTIFFS WITNESSES           PW- 1 Sunil Kr Ghosh 

      PW-2 Ranjit Kr Sil 

      PW-3 Chitya Ranjan Malakar 

      PW-4 Dilip Ghosh 

                                                             

2. DEFENDANTS WITNESSES:-     DW-1  Pran Gobinda Karmakar 

       DW-2 Ratan Dutta 

       DW-3 Santosh Kr Paul 

          DW-4 Mukti Ghosh 

  

3. PLAINTIFFS EXHIBITS   : -        Ext-1 Sale Deed(P.I.O) 
      Ext-2 C.C of Mutation 
      Ext-3 Land Holding certificate 

             Ext-4 Rent Receipt 
  Ext-5& 6 Rent receipts 
  Ext-7 Certified copy of Dismissal Order 
  Ext-8 Certified copy of Rectification order 
  Ext-9 Copy of Order  
  Ext-10 C.C of order 

4. DEFENDANTS EXHIBITED:-         Ext-A Certified copy of Khatian  
                                                                 Ext-B Agreement 

      Ext-B(series) Signatures 

      Ext-C Agreement 

      Ext-C(series) Signatures 

      Ext-D to M Rent receipts 

      Ext-N C.C of Sale Deed 

      Ext-O C.C of Sale Deed 

      Ext-P C.C of Sale Deed 

  Ext-Q, R,S,T, U & V receipt 

  Ext-Q,R,S,T,U&V(series) Signatures 

         Ext-W License 

  Ext-X Rent receipt 

  Ext-X(Series) Signatures 

  Ext-X Petition with affidavit 

  Ext-Y Signature 

 

 

 MUNSIFF NO-1 

                                                                    Dhubri 


